Tick each item when you have put it in your travelling bag. Pack all items in one main bag. Soft bags are preferred as stated by the bus company.

- **NB: MAKE SURE EACH ITEM IS LABELLED**
- **PLEASE DO NOT SEND CHILDREN’S BEST CASUAL CLOTHING**

**Footwear:** (no sandals/thongs)

- 1 pair sturdy shoes/boots suitable for walking
- 1 pair runners/shoes (not the best ones)
- 1 pair slippers/indoor shoes

**Clothing:**

- 2 - 3 long pants/tracksuit pants (not shorts)
- 2 - 3 shirts/long sleeved T-shirt /T-shirts
- 2 warm jumpers/windcheaters
- 5 sets underwear
- 1 waterproof coat or parka (essential)
- 1 pair pyjamas
- 5 pairs socks
- Small pack of tissues
- 1 warm hat/beanie

Some activities could result in wet/muddy clothing so students will need several changes just in case.

**Toiletries: in a small toilet bag**

- 1 face washer
- 1 – 2 towels
- Toothpaste and toothbrush
- Brush and/or comb
- Plastic bags for dirty/wet clothes (some activities could result in wet clothing)
- Soap
- Sunscreen
- Lip balm

**Equipment:**

- Single bed fitted sheet, sleeping bag and pillow slip
- Torch
- Camera (optional), fully charged
- Back pack or school bag to be carried on the bus, containing book to read, pencils/pens, note pad and lunch for first day (in a disposable bag)
- Drink bottle

- **LOLLIES AND MONEY ARE NOT PERMITTED.**
- **GAMES/RADIOS/MOBILE PHONES/IPODs ARE NOT PERMITTED.**
- **CHECK THAT ALL ITEMS ARE CLEARLY NAMED.**
- **HAND ALL CLEARLY LABELLED MEDICINE TO MRS STEPHANIE EDEN-MCILROY ON DEPARTURE.**